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AirBag Back AirBag Basic Corrosion 5 Years / Unlimited Miles 5 Years / Unlimited Maintenance of the PowerTrain Mileage 3 Years / Unlimited Miles 3 Years / Unlimited Mile RoadSide Assistance chrysler's iconic Jeep department gives its flagship SUV little updates. and its first diesel available in America. The Jeep did not enter the Jeep - or rather one of the
most recognizable names in off-roading - allowing others to fork forward while it stood. So while its flagship SUV has only been on the market since 2010, it only makes sense that Chrysler's iconic 4x4 division has already unveiled a new Grand Cherokee. The 2014 model unveiled today at the Detroit Auto Show is largely the same as the existing one, but it
benefits from numerous upgrades to keep it on track ahead of the competition. The most noticeable may be the revised face he wears over the styling of the existing model, but with a shallower version of Jeep's signature seven-slot grid, flanked by a quintier front shot. The front bumper also looks higher, and the rear end is similarly revised with larger rear
rear meat, a reshaped liftgate and thicker exhaust tips. The cabin is generally the same as the existing GC, and that's not a bad thing because it introduced a new era of style and quality for the entire Chrysler group. The dashboard, however, has been redesigned to accommodate larger touchscreens, and the cluster of steering and instruments is new. While
the 3.6-litre Pentastar V6 (with 290 horsepower and 260 lb-ft of zakra) and 5.7-litre Hemi V8 (360 hp and 390 lb-ft) carry unchanged, Jeep is offering a new Grand Cherokee with a diesel - a 3.0-litre EcoDiesel V6 with 240 horsepower and 420lb-ft of short-torque - for the first time in America. There is also a new SRT8 with details to follow. All engines are
paired with the new 8-speed automatic transmission, there are three all-wheel drive systems, available height-adjustable air suspension and such off-road assistance systems as Selec-Speed and Selec-Terrain. Customers will also be able to choose between crop levels Laredo, Limited, Overland and Summit. the best SUV 4x4. Jeep Jeep Jeep the rear seat
of the Jeep Grand Cherokee opens the cargo area for larger items. In fact, cargo space can almost double capacity by turning seats. The Jeep Grand Cherokee even has a back seat of 60/40. Most of the rear seats in the split are behind the driver's seat, while the smaller rear seat is behind the passenger seat. This allows one passenger in the back seat
with the other half lowered for cargo storage, if necessary. Open one of the rear doors on the Grand Cherokee and inspect the back seat to ensure there are no articles in the seat to prevent the seat from folding properly. Open the rear elevator door and crawl into the cargo bay. Remove the cargo cover, if necessary. Older models require pressing the
release card on the right side of the cover to release the lid from the pilot holes. Newer versions of the Grand Cherokee simply lift the retracted cover from the cradle behind the rear seats. Find the shorts on the outer upper corners of each seat. Lift the hinges upwards to unlock the back seat from its hinge anchor and push the seat down. Repeat for the
opposite side to open the cargo space to its full capacity. Pull the seat up until the clutches lock on to the pig anchors when ready to return the rear seats to their original position. Replace the cargo cover, if necessary, by reversing the removal process. Cars are generally notoriously picky, but that doesn't mean you have to take it lying down. The first step in
rectifying the problem with your Jeep Grand Cherokee is finding the source. Use the information below as a guide to solving the problems of your Jeep Grand Cherokee. Check all recall notices at the factory. Jeep is legally required to contact you by post when your vehicle is recalled, but in case this notification is lost on the road, go to Jeep.com, select the
Grand Cherokee under the Select Vehicle tab and check the recall notices (see Resources). Check the gas cap. If the Check Engine light is on the jeep cherokee's dash cam for what appears to be no reason, the first thing you should check is your gas cap. If you have built moisture under the gas cap, it could cause you to turn on the Warning Light Check
Engine. Take a dry cloth and wipe the underside of the cap, then twist it tightly. Restart the vehicle and see if the light is back in. Do not fill the tank of gasoline with cheap fuel. Jeep Grand Cherokees are known for not doing well with lower octa- fuel, especially during the winter months. Fill your Jeep with at least mid-stage gasoline, especially if it's shivering
or hesitating while trying to accelerate. Change the liquid in the transfer and install a new transfer fluid filter. Jeep Grand Cherokees have chewing and spitting liquids on a fairly consistent basis. If your vehicle is giving you problems when trying to switch between speeds, this is almost certainly the cause of the problem. Problem.
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